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CONFUCIUS IN EXILE

MAY 7, 1984

CHARLES H. LONG

Chien Mu h a d a dream, Yale-in-China had a
cause and Hong Kong h ad a problem. As a result, I
had a headache -- ye s, but also an adventure and an
opportunity, f a r beyond my wildest dreams. How many
people get a c hance to help found a college and see
it grow in their o ~~ lifetime into a major university?
From 1954 to 1958 my family and I lived in
Hong Kong, under t .e joint sponsorship of the Yale-inChina Association and the Episcopal Church, in what
turned out to be a most unusual missionary experiment.
Nineteenth c entury . issionaries had gone to China
to save souls -- t h at is, to make Christians. My
assignment was to help a group of Confucian scholars
preserve their own tr adition -- that is, the soul of
China. Only God can make a tree -- or a culture,
and a true univers ity is a whole culture in miniature.
At that moment in hi story the classical tradition of
Chinese scholars hip .. ad become an endangered specie s .
Driven from the mainland by a revolution that scorned
all things old as el l as all things Western, Chinese
traditional culture h ad no real home anywhere, no means
of passing on to a nother generation the language skills
and subtle values in wh ich that tradition was expressed.
Soon the classics wou ld be lost as surely as the
language and liter ature of Greece was lost in the
Dark Ages of Europe.
(As a missionary I asked myself,
how could Chinese con erts ever be more than super ficially Christian if t h ey lost a sense of what it
meant, at the deepest l evel , to be Chinese? Would
God have preserved t hat culture for 5,000 years if it
did not have intrinsi c v alues, some vital role in
his plan for the Whole h uman race?)
As the monasteries
?f Eur?pe during t he ark Ages, so among the Chinese
7ntelllgentsia, there we re those who dreamed of keep~ng the spark of learning alive in some protected place
where change and v iolence would not destroy it.
Chien Mu h a d such a dream. As successive
provinces fell to the Communist armies, he and a
dozen other scholars f rom the northern universities,
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with a small band of students, had worked their way
south to Canton .
In 1949 they joined the tide of
hundreds of thousands of refugees flooding into
Hong Kong. A Chinese businessman (Arthur Wang)
helped them rent two small apartments in the slums
of Kowloon. There they declared themselves to be
New Asia College.
In fact, they were no more than
an informal academy, an impoverished band of teachers
and disciples , holding all things in common, living,
eating, studying together, the professors lecturing
from memory, the students using the few books they
were able to bring wi th them from China . No one
paid tuition, no teacher received a salary . They
survived on a little money smuggled in from friends
in Taiwan and on their earnings as tutors or as parttime teachers in local secondary schools. The only
admission requirement was a sincere desire to learn,
and that meant total devotion to one's teacher and
submission to the way of life he taught . One graduated
not so much by taking exams and accumulating credits
as by completing an apprenticeship. After an indefinite
number of years, when the fa c ulty considered that the
student was worthy of it, he was given a diploma.
The degree, of course, had no official standing .
It was more like a letter of recommendation. To
the government and to most employers it meant
nothing. To other scholars and to those who understood the mission of New Asia College it meant
everything .
Nonetheless, for the first five years it
was a perilous and hand-to-mouth existence for the
college. Many of the original faculty and students
drifted off to Taiwan, Singapore and other places
more promising than the dingy slums of Kowloon.
But Chien Mu and his friends would not give up their
dream. Slowly their reputation spread . A support
group formed in the community, the New Asia Association, and out of that a Board of Trustees was named,
under the leadership of a Chinese barrister named
Vermier Chiu. He was an old scoundrel if I ever saw
one but he knew his way around and after a year's
eff~rt succeeded in getting New Asia incorporated
as a nonprofit institution, the first of its kind
in Hong Kong. All other private schools -~ that,
meant most schools -- were until then proflt-maklng
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businesses. At least the appearance of more permanent
organization was beginning to develop. And then Yalein-China came on the scene .
Yali, as it was called in the Far East, had
no official relation to Yale University.
In the
wave of enthusiasm for foreign missions that swept
American campuses at the turn of the century, a group
of students, alumni and faculty formed a non-denominational
missionary society to pursue medical and educational
work in China and to supplement the work of churchoriented missionary societies.
In time this was to
include a famous Middle School and Hospital, with
schools of medicine and nursing in the city of Changsha
and a college department that became part of Central
China University in Wuhan. They maintained a small
permanent staff on the field but were among the first
American agencies to turn over the leadership of
such institutions to the Chinese themselves. Yali
graduates were among the most prominent leaders in
the modernization of China after the revolution of
1911. When the Communists came to power on the
mainland, the mission of Yale-in-China came to
an apparent end. The American staff were withdrawn
and the Trustees in New Haven decided to wait and
see how permanent this revolution would turn out to
be.
As the waiting went on, some of the Trustees
urged that an interim program be found that would
both keep up the interest of contributors and respond
to the immediate needs of Chinese refugees . A good
deal of debate went on about whether Taiwan or Hong
Kong would be the best location.
In the autumn of
1953 Professor Harry Rudin was sent from New Haven
to visit both places. He carne back with a strong
recommendation t h at, as an interim measure, Yali
should offer support to New Asia. He and Chien Mu,
working through an interpreter, had hit if off immediately as fellow historians. The Trustees accept~d
his report, obtained a grant from the Ford Founda~10n
to finance the project and recruited me to carry lt
out.
My instructions were simple: you have three
years and $200,000.00 to help New Asia find or build
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a permanent campus, reorganize its curriculum and
administration, improve the teaching of English and
o b tain government recognition of its degrees.
If
later I h ad a headache it was where the hole should
have been when I accepted such an assignment.
I knew
nothing about educational theory or administration
and only a little about China, having served briefly
as a missionary in Nanking during the Communist
revolution. My knowledge of Mandarin had progressed
to that plateau where people expected me to understand what they were saying but I had not yet reached
the peak where I could be sure when I was being
insulted.
In other words, I was hardly prepared
for the sUbleties of cultural exchange with Chinese
philosophers and historians.
It soon became apparent
that the really difficult problems were not the practica
issues but those of a cultural and relational nature.
Confucian ideals, American money and British colonial
policy made for a creative mixture but a very volatile
one.
The third ingredient in the formula \'las
Hong Kong itself. The Colony has changed enormously
since 1954 -- and is on the verge of another major
change as the People's Government assumes control,
however patient and benevolent Peking may be about
it. The first and greatest change in the city's life
had already occurred before 1954, the transformation
of what had been a sleepy British trading post into a
major Chinese city, a growing financial and manufacturing
center for the whole of Asia. The population had
jumped from 600,000 to over 3,000,000 -- most of
them refugees from the Communist mainland. Nearly
all were there illegally without identification
documents, most were young and penniless, although
there were some notable exceptions. The middle
aged and middle class among them included former
army officers, government officials and businessmen
who would not or could not join the forces of the
old regime now regrouping in Taiwan.
I knew one
man who arrived by junk and was allowed to carry
only two suitcases; one of them, however was full
of gold bars and American currency, the ot~er con~le
tained the plans and customer lists from h~s text
mill in Shanghai. Within months ~e had founda~dcadre
of former employees, bribed the r~ght people
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opened a new factory.
For other newcomers life was
far more difficult.
Those who hoped to move on to
other countries were seldom successful and it was
not easy to find work if one did not speak either
English or Cantonese. Hong Kong, the former transfer
point, became an enormous cul-de-sac, a tear-drop
shape of barren hills surrounded by the azure sea.
There was no turning back and no certainty that the
armies of Mao Tze Tung would not pursue them there.
If there was time, their children might fare better,
particularly children born in Hong Kong, who might
then be able to emigrate to England, Canada and
even the USA. Meanwhile, they coped as best they
could every wage earner supporting several mouths
on an average pay of one U.S. dollar a day .
Can you imagine the problems facing the
Hong Kong government? It was as though the entire
population of Cincinnati had suddenly descended on
Maysville, or Goshen. The "government" consisted
of an almost invisible handful of professional rulers,
the British colonial service and their Cantonese and
Eurasian surrogates.
In no sense a democracy, it
was at the same time a very free and open society.
The press was lively and uncensored, the stock
market almost totally unregulated. Anyone could
open a bank or start a business or speculate in
real estate if he had the price of admission, and
sometimes that was not very much.
It was a wide open town in other ways too,
but the one thing forbidden was any public political
activity, whether Communist or Nationalist . This
went on privately, of course .
In 1954 Hong Kong
was full of secret societies, plots, rumors, spies
and counterspies. The police Special Branch kept an
eye on them all, deciding which murder should be
seriously investigated, which agent should be quietly
deported and which foreign agency would be allowed
to spend money and for what purpose. When Yale-inChina applied for permission to send me there, the
one condition laid down was that we should engage
in no anti-Communist or pro-Nationalist political
activity, that we should cut off the financial aid

wh~ch

the Spec~al Branch k new was com~ng to the
from Taiwan and that Yale-in-China should
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not be a conduit for CIA money as it was believed that
other American foundations were.
We could see the delicate position in which
the colonial government found itself.
In 1954 no
one could be sure that the war in Asia was really
over. The U.S. 7th Fleet was deployed to shield Taiwan.
Anti-Imperialist passion still raged in China.
In the
u.s. and in Europe it was the worst era of the cold
war.
Senator Joe McCarthy was terrorizing the American
people, and the China Lobby was powerfully persuasive,
though profoundly wrong, in arguing the possibility
of counter-revolution on the mainland. The year 1954
was also the year of the battle of Dien Bien Phu, of
the commissioning of our first nuclear submarine and
the s uccessful testing, in Asia, of the first hydrogen
bomb. Not exactly an era of peace and stability for
Hong Kong or any place else.
Hong Kong had political problems but of
equal urgency were severe shortages in water, housing
and schools. All three were aggravated by the
scarcity of flat land on which to build.
Imagine
a city of over 3,000,000 people dependent entirely
on rainfall for its water supply. New reservoirs
were added each year but there was never enough.
In dry spells the mains would be turned on only two
hours every other day. Think how the problem was
multiplied for the poor who had no place to store
water. Our b athtub was seldom used for bathing.
Indeed Hong Kong ran out of places to store
p eople. The refugees crowded into, around and on
top of all existing buildings and filled emergency
housing blocks erected by the government as fast as
they could be b uilt.
In some ~laces th7 same s p ace
would be rented by three famil~es for e~ght hours ad
h
And still they came, hundreds of thousan s
day eac.
h t'me it was estimated that nearly
a year. At t e ~,
1 destitute, forced to
half a million were total y nd on the hillsides,
a uently swept b y
live on s~'d ewa lk s', in caves fre
in vast tarpaper v~llag~~~ fi~es. The press of
spectacular and de~astale 9 In one section of
humanity was unbel~evab
eo le to the square
Kowloon there were 650~~0 e;erPrecorded anywhere.
'1 e, the highest dens~ y
m~

0
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That public health and public order were so well
maintained was a tribute both to the skill of the
colonial government and to the discipline and
endurance of the Chinese people. Many of the students
we came to know lived in such conditions.
It was a
daily miracle to see them emerge from their hovels
neatly dressed, clean and cheerful.
I a m convinced
that if the human race is doomed to extinction the
Chinese will be t he last to go, and they will find a
way to do even that with dignity and style.
Once it b ecame clear that this was not a
temporary invasion but a more or less permanent new
p opulation, t h e government began to look further
a head. Educational policies became a top priority.
How would these ho r des of children and young people
b e trained to take their places as responsible citizens
i n a rapidly changing economy? What type and level
of education was required to develop the skills and
p rofessional leade rs h ip the Chinese would need for
their own survival and the colony would need for
i ts future developmen t? There had always been two
streams of educat i on, separate and equal, according
to language used as the medium of instruction, English
or Chinese (by which was meant Cantonese, not the
national official to ngue, Mandarin).
When Hong Kong
thought of itself as an outpost of the British Empire,
the educational system was designed primarily to
serve the needs of the Colony, not the wishes of
the people. Free public education for Chinese
residents was availab le for a fortunate few at the
p rimary level only. Af ter that one paid tuition
or competed for a scholarship. Chinese secondary
schools were only loosely supervised. Graduates might
sit for the Chinese School Leaving certificate. Those
who sought higher ed u cation went to the many fine
universities avail able in China itself. The best
secondary schools, many o f them founded by Catholic
and Anglican missions, were run on the British pattern.
Classes wer 7 taught almo st entirely in English,
although Ch~nese cou l~ be taken as an elective subject.
Stan~ards for gr~d~at10n were maintained by a series
of hlghly competltlve examinations designed to assure
that graduates of An glo-Chinese schools in Hong Kong

would be the equals of students at a similar level
in En gland.

At age sixteen one took the Government
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School Certificate Examination . Brighter students
were then encouraged to aim for admission to the
University of Hong Kong or some other University
abroad. At seventeen one took Matriculation Ordinary
Level and at eighteen Matriculation Advanced Levels.
These would be equivalent to the completion of
freshman or sophomore year in an American or Chinese
university.
The University of Hong Kong was part of a
network of colonial universities set up under the
guidance of the University of London.
It was small,
elitest and very expensive, although most of the
bill was paid by the taxpayers.
It was intended to
produce civil servants, teachers and physicians for
ernployment in the Colony in almost the exact numbers
required for the available posts. Students came
from the older, wealthier Hong Kong families and
especially from the Eurasian community. In 1954 it
had places for only 60 new students, out of a
high school population (if my memory is correct)
of 30,000. Hong Kong reflected the traditional
European view that there should be no more than
one bishop, one duke and one university in anyone
city. Higher education was not a common right so
much as a privilege, reserved for those who were
preselected to assume responsible positions in society.
The vast majority of high school students had no hope
of matriculation because their preparatory education
had been in the medium of Chinese , and the Chinese
colleges that grew up to serve them had no right
to grant degrees .
These other colleges included New AsiaChung Chi College, sponsored by a group of Ameri~an
Protestant mission boards; and a half dozen commercial
schools, Cantonese in origin, which later came
to~e~her to form what was called the United College.
Inltlally each college competed with the others
for students, faculty and government favor -- not
without covert politics and mutual slander. Before
my arrival there had already been talk in official
circles that one of them might become, with government
help, the Chinese language branch of the University
of Hong Kong . The University itself was not
enthusiastic about the idea, so the Director of
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Education proceeded with more caution t h an even a
b ureaucrat should .
When I went to the Director, Mr. Crozier,
I found him well informe d about the several colleges,
a courteous but tough negotiator and secretly on our
side. Often he would say, "Officially I can give you
no encouragement , b ut privately I think you would
b e well advised to do so and so. " I learned very
quickly that when he us ed the phrase "well advised "
it was more than a broad hint . When he replied
"officially" to some request, it was always in
writing and after the request had already been granted.
The officially negati e reply was simply no reply at
all. That much t hey h ad learned from the Chinese.
To be turned do~m was always a loss of face, but
to be kept waiti ng -- well, one could always save
face by withdrawing the application.
It rapidly s h arpens one's skills in diplomacy
to be daily the man in the middle between Mandarins
and the Colonia l service . One time I felt that I
was the victim of . alicious gossip by some of the
Chinese faculty and I suggested to Chien Mu that
I could not continue wi thout their public apology
and a vote of con fidence . Chien was sympathetic
b ut he replied in h is n ost Confucian manner, "Among
us it is understood that he who needs a vote of
confidence does not de serve one. " So I dropped
the matter, private apol ogies were made and the
crisis b lew over.
From the point of view of the government,
each of the new col leges had both strengths and
weaknesses. The Can tone se colleges had a political
a d vantage, local f unding and a welcome emphasis on
practical training for re al jobs, but t h ey were
b adly divided and poo r y led . Chung Chi, t h e
missionary school, seewed ready and able to accommodate
to the regulations and ~ ishes of t he government
bureaucracy, they had a g ood standard of Eng lish
and a sizeable forei gn =ac ulty, but their whole
co~c~Pt of,what a co llege should be was, from the
Br7t~s h po~nt of view, "so very American."
New
ASl~ had the most eminent Chinese fac ul ty and

dedIcated students, but

there was one-sided emphasis
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on Chinese classics and an unpredictable, highly
personal administration.
From my point of view, it seemed o b vious
that the only way ahead was for these new refugee
colleges to cooperate in some fashion, coordinating
their efforts to overcome resistance from the
University of Hong Kong, working out common standards
of admission and instruction and seeking both financial
and political support in the Chinese community.
A large part of my time over the next three years
was spent in what might be called external relations
for New Asia College, serving as their liaison to the
government and British community, engaged in all sorts
of negotiation, maneuver and debate to build intercollege cooperation, to bring public support to our
side and, finally, serving as midwife to the initial
plan and proposal for a Chinese university.
It was a fascinating experience, of which
I will spare you the details. The differences between
American and British universities are profound and
complex, as anyone knows who has ever tried to
establish equivalencies for the ranking of faculty
or the placement of exchange students. A key
difference is in the attention given to general
education or what passes in America for the core
requirements covered in the first two years of a
liberal arts degree. We assume that an educated
person must have at least an introductory acquaintance
with all major fields of learning before he or she
specializes (majors) in one of them, that universities
exist in part to remedy the deficiencies in our
high schools and that professional education is
almost by definition what one seeks after completing
four years of college. The British protest that this
is wasteful and expensive in time and money and a
misuse of highly trained professors. They assume
that language skills, the necessary general education and the basic tools for learning will all be
acquired before matriculation. The university itself
exists for research and for professional training.
The fortunate (or very gifted) few who complete more
than half of what we would call a college education
before entering the university are then able to
complete a first professional qualification in only
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three years. The American system leads to a lecture
hall and text book orie nted education with progress
measured by the accumu lation of credits and semester
hours. The Britis h system leads to much more selfdirected study, t he intimacy of junior and senior
s cholars in small communi ties of learning, progress
measured by a set syllabus and examination by professors
other than one's own .
The universities on the Chinese mainland
and later on Taiwan ~e re built more on the American
pattern. Chien . iu I s vis ion for New Asia College
was quite differe nt, although it had more in con~on
with British ideals t han he would likely admit. He
longed to estab lish an informal academy of masters
and their discipl es, patterned on the Confucian
schools for a dvanced students in the Yuan Dynasty.
His aim was to produce " scholars and gentlemen " according to Confucian principles who would devote thems elves to the service of the Chinese people. A
scholar by definit ion was one who had the skills
and the motivation to continue study after graduation,
so one emphasis was to b e on advanced language
training.
"We hope, " he said, "th at every graduate
will be able to r ead the Chinese classics by himself
and at the same time anage to understand the English
reference books in his Ow-n field. " A second goal
was to develop apprec iation of the cultural traditions of both the East and West. Chien was accused
of a romantic nostalgia fo r the past, b ut I often
heard him say " the worl d is rapidly becoming one and
we Chinese can no longer af ford to be isolated."
Sometimes he went furt her and said that his longterm aim was to develop a c ritique of the emerging
world culture from a Chinese point of view. China
had preserved values that we re important for the
future of the whole human ra ce . Th ese philosophical
and moral values were at the center of his educational
vision. They were, of course , Confucian principles
of harmony and orderly rela tionship wh ich are almost
impossible to tran s late by single words, such as
benevolence, righteousness, p ropriety or gentleman.
Critics say they were also pol itically conservative
i deals des igned to perpetuate the dominance of the
Mandarin class. He and John Henry Newman would have
understood each other.
In his great b ook, The Idea
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of a University, Cardinal Newman also argued for the
central place of theology and said that the first
purpose of the university was the development of
moral character. Such a sentiment may seem strange
to us. The people of Hong Kong found it even more
strange when Chien criticized those who \'lent to
school only to get the diploma that qualified them
to apply for better jobs.
"In our opinion," he said,
"a man must not only look for a job. He must also
be a good man.
He must know how to be a good man
before he can learn how to do a thing well. We
believe it is more important to contribute something
of value than to have a job . . . We wish to show our
students that to be good is more important than to
be learned, and that to contribute something of value
is more important than merely to have a job."
This attitude was at the core of what was
proudly called the New Asia Spirit. Bold words from
a professor who did not have a "job" in the ordinary
sense himself and whose students lived from hand to
mouth, with little prospect that a New Asia diploma
would count for much in the eyes of most employers.
Chien Mu himself exemplified that of which he spoke.
Born in 1895 in Chekiang, he was privately educated
and to a large degree self-educated, but he became
China's most eminent historian . From the beginning
he tried to "contribute something of value." On the
basis of his publications, lectures and personal
reputQtion he was given a series of teaching posts
and finally named Professor of History at the National
Peking University. He never went to college and
never received any formal academic degree until the
University of Hong Kong, of all places, conferred
on him an honorary LLD in 1957. Between the eminent
scholar and this callow youth lay great barriers that
were only painfully and slow1Y,ov~rcom~. He had
had unhappy experiences with m~~S~?na~leS before t"ble
did not believe that Chr1st~an~ty was campa ld
an d he
h " t'
"ty as he understoo
'th Chinese humanism. C r1S 1an1
Wl
t'
that human nature was
it rested on the assumP , lon
osition was that the
basically ~v~l. The Chl~~sen~utral; we were neither
human condltlon was mora li perfectible, but every
totally depraved nor t~t~o ihat extent morally
person was educable ~n
'ble was to be less
1
responsl'ble . To be lrrespons
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than human. The worst that could be said about you,
the worst curse word, was to be called a "Thing."
Nevertheless, he respected my good will and if Professor
Rudin, the eminent American historian, had chosen to
send me there, then we should work together as well
as we could for the go od of the college.
My family and I were in fact warmly welcomed
by all.
Students saw in our coming a chance to learn
English; faculty saw in us the promise of a minimum
economic security and support for their personal
ambitions and projects of research. As the representative of Yale-in-China, I was automatically a member
of faculty meeti ngs. That was in itself an education.
Up to a dozen of us ~ould gather round a table
with steaming glasses of tea. Chien Mu, a tiny
and delicate fig ure in a long blue scholar's gown,
would open the eeting with general remarks. Everyone would listen carefully for the code language of
literary allusion whi ch only they understood, taking
special note of what the President did not say about
the subjects he disc ssed. Then Dean T'ang would
introduce the agenda fo r the meeting. He was a highly
regarded philosopher and looked the part, rumpled
clothes, disheveled ha ir, quick nervous speech, chain
smoking all the while. He would go through t he list
of decisions to be rade, summarize the arguments
for each side of every alternative solution that
might be proposed, pause, glance around the tabl e and
then go to the next que stion. The whole meeting
was a monologue, lasting as much as a n hour, with
a b rief period of gene ral discussion at the end.
Votes were almost never taken but the minutes would
des?ribe the concl usion s we had allegedly reached.
I dlscovered that t he de cisions had actually been
thrashed out and a greed to in private negotiations
before the meeting wa s convened. Th e losers never
had to lose face by los ing a public argument and vote.
The Dean's monologue -as intended to preserve faculty
harmony by stating publi cly the excellent and persuasive ideas put fo rward by those wh o had in fact
lost the battle. Very interesting. Very civilized.
Very confusing to me!

swiftly.

The reorganization of the college moved
a grad ual clarification of the government's

With
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educational policy and the infusion of a little money
from America, the college was able for the first time
to adopt a pay scale and a budget , to expand its
facilities by leasing space in nearby apartment buildings and to take the first steps to acquiring a permanent campus . A crash program to raise the standard
of English was instituted. Prior to my arrival no
knowledge of English was required for admission,
although such knowledge was essential to academic
respectability in Hong Kong or for further study
abroad. This remedial work in basic graro.m ar,
composition and English conversation was undertaken
with the help of volunteers recruited from the
foreign community and the employment of several
Chinese graduates of Yali or Yale. The faculty
began to organize into departments around a core of
five full-time teachers and a more carefully selected
group of parttime instructors.
The deeper I dug the more problems I found.
A rather too candid report I sent home at the end
of 1954 brought consternation in New Haven.
It was
more than even a bulldog felt able to chew. But
progress continued . What began as a work relief
project for Chinese intellectuals began to take
shape as an embryo college. The informal family
atmosphere of Chien Mu's band of refugees began to be
replaced by the regulations, bookkeeping and committees of an institution making plans for the
future.
A key point of transition was the
strengthening of both the membership and the role
of New Asia's Board of Trustees . Both the British
and the Americans insisted on it, but Chien Mu saw
the change as a lack of confidence in his leadership.
He would have preferred a direct personal
relationship between the President of New Asia and
the President of Yale-in-China, despite the distances
and language barriers . To communicate through Boards
of Trustees seemed to him very impersonal and
increased the possibility of misunderstanding on
both sides. Moreover, it left him unsure about how
to deal with me . At the time I was fully involved
in the affairs of the college as a teacher, administrator and officer of the Board of Trustees as well as
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agent for their chief benefactor. One year I had him
tape record his own message to the annual meeting of
Yale-in-China, with arrangements for an English
translation to be made at the other end. He dutifully talked into the mike and I asked if he would
like me to play it b ack to him before we sent it
off. He was amazed to learn that modern technology
made it possible to delete material or insert corrections
in the tape when one played it back. Then he thought
for a moment .
"No t h anks," he said, "I am not afraid
to talk to myself ~ ut I am very afraid to listen
to myself."
There wer e times when I was not sure of
Yale-in-China's intentions either. What held the
trustees in New Ha v en together was a common interest
in education and i n Ch ina. Many of them had been
part of the Yale-in-China staff in Changsha at one
time or another b ut only one or two knew anything
at all about the situation in Hong Kong . The old
guard still though t of this work as a specialized
arm of the total Ch ristian mission to the Chinese.
They were happy that I was a clergyman and hoped
that some sort of e x plicit Christian witness would
be possible at Ne w Asia, though not, of course, in
an arrogant or a g gressive way . Others were motivated
by humanitarian or e ven anti-Communist concerns.
They wanted to do something to help refugee intellectuals
and to stem the flow of Hong Kong high school graduates
back to Communist Ch ina to continue their education.
Few of the trustees anticipated that our relationship
to New Asia would be a long-term commitment.
In such a sit u ation it is important to be
clear about the style of relationship you mean to
establish.
I think t h is has bearing on international
or intercultural ventures of any kind, particularly
when one partner is weaker and heavily dependent on
the other. Yale-in-Ch ina might have approached this
venture as a mission, interpreting New Asia College's
request for help as an invitation to take over the
management, at least temporarily, and to assume full
responsibility in order to achieve mutually agreed
goals. This is what t h e Hong Kong government preferred
and intitially expected the relationship to be. As
one might say in the business world, Yale-in-China
a known quantity, with a proven track record.

was
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Or our relationship to New Asia college
might have been that of a foundation. After investigation and negotiation a suitable grant would be made
and, if all went well, another grant later on. The
foundation might even send a representative to keep
an eye on things. But a foundation takes no direct
part in the administration of the project and has
no responsibility for the results. This is the sort
of relationship I think New Asia College expected.
They were somewhat surprised to find they were getting
more than that: we were directly involved and were
prepared to take our share of responsibility for the
results.
The third style of relationship is the
most fruitful and the most difficult, namely a partnership. Genuine interdependence between unequal partners
does not develop overnight.
It takes time and patience
to develop trust, endless negotiation to avoid misunderstanding and clarify accountabilities and constant
review by both parties as the relationship grows.
For example, until the college could become selfsupporting, they were financially dependent on us.
We had to make it clear that we were equally
dependent on them for the quality of their work
and that we had more than a superficial appreciation for what they were trying to do.
The benefits of the partnership became
apparent immediately. Our small investment had a
multiplier effect in releasing support from many
other sources.
In 1954 the Harvard-Yenching Foundation gave a fellowship for study at Harvard to one of
the first New Asia graduates, Yu Ying-shih. There
he began a distinguished academic career in philosophy
and is now a professor at Yale. That is casting your
bread upon the waters: Various individuals and
groups in the community began to provide scholarship assistance. The Asia Foundation increased its
grants to the Research Institute, a small post-graduate
department for advanced study of the Chinese classics.
Finally, in the spring of 1955, the Hong Kong government approved a long-term lease for a piece of land
in the center of Kowloon for the building of a
permanent campus.
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It was only 40,000 square feet but even
t hen it was worth a million Ho ng Kon g d ollars and a
clear sign of gove r nmen t support for t he development
of Chinese higher education. However, we ,were not so
optimistic at the ti e. The leas 7 came w 1~h m~ny
conditions attac hed , but we had I1ttle ch01ce 1n
t he matter. There was no private property; the
government's ult imate control of all activities
in the colony was based on the control of all
land use, through a system of Crown leases of varied
duration. One condition was that Yal e -in-China
would provide the money to pay for the buildings .
I had no idea whether our funds would be sufficient.
Moreover, the first lease offered to us was for three
years only, with no g arantee of renewal , even if we
h ad already built the co llege there. The Education
Department req uired t.e submission of a compl~te
plan for the co llege's organization, curriculum,
library and ot her equipment, and a detailed budget
even showing what we pl anned to pay the gate keeper!
On many of thes e matter s the faculty and trustees had
not begun to make dec' sions . Once again I found
myself the man in the middle, making promises that
I could not be sure t e people I r ep resented were
ready or able to keep . My friend Mr. Crozier
assured me -- unofficial ly, of course -- that he
understood such plans we re tentative, but -officially -- the lease would not be approved by
the Colonial offi ce without them.
I began to feel
like a tight-rope walke r who has gone half way out
only to find that ttere is no rope.
But we we nt ahead and the lease was signed
and the squatters gi 'en notice to move. Then more
weeks of negotiations, with architects, the public
works department a nd other bureaucracies, contractors
and subcontractors. ~:.e governor himself agreed
t o participate in t te ground-breaking ceremony that
October . Four hundred p rominent citizens were
invited to,accom~an y him and to stay for t e a. Thus
the New AS1a fam1ly '0 ld be prope rl y introduced
to Hong K?ng, society. What a tas k of preparation!
~Qn,YOU,1nv1t~ ~he head of state to vis it your
1 nst1tut1on every step and every detai l mus t be
p recis~ly planned
and cleared with his people
weeks In advance. I hope never again to try, as an
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American, to teach British protocol to Confucian
scholars.
It was not for this that I went to seminary.
All went well except for the actual breaking of the
earth: tiny Chien Mu, nodding and smiling in his
long blue gown, was barely able to lift the pick
axe from the ground.
Then the big machines came in to drive
the pilings that would form a foundation, and the
bamboo scaffolding went up, floor by floor; the
long poles, lashed with bits of twine seemed too
slender to support the weight of workmen crawling
about, yet tha scaffolding survived the force of at
least one typhoon.
In four months the outer shell
was finished and in four more we were ready to move
in. A five-story ell-shaped building of reinforced
concrete, sufficient for the needs of 500 students,
classrooms, offices, library, laboratories, dining
hall and kitchen, one floor of dormitory space and
two amphitheater lecture halls in a rotunda that
was my personal contribution to the design.
It
seemed like absolute luxury after the cramped quarters
in which the college had until then existed. And
the whole thing cost a little less than US $200,OOO.OO!
A modern miracle even by Asian standards.
In 1955 soon after the building project
was begun, New Asia graduated a second class of nine
persons. Three of them were young women and one of
these inwediately jOined the faculty as an instructress
in philosophy, the first graduate and the first woman
to do so. That su~ner we held formal entrance e x amina tions for the first time; by fall enrollment had nearly
doubled and a number of key faculty were added to the
staff, including a returned student from Ohio State
and the former chief accountant of the Bank of
China.
The next year the graduating class had grown
to 42 and in the summer joint entrance exams were
held by all the post-secondary schools as their first
major step in cooperation. Again enrollment grew
rapidly, with students coming from as far away ~s
Halaya and Singapore. A new exchange program wl.th
a Japanese university was begun.
Many of those who graduated in 1956 were
older than I was; they were nearly the last of the
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original group of refugees. One of th at early band,
a 40-year-old former army sargeant, h aving failed
e lementary English f our times, finall y agreed to
change his status from student to gate keeper. For
h im it was a kind of promotion .
By contr as t , the entering students were
younger and better prepared. Most of them had had
at least their high school education in Hong Kong
and many were a ble to pay all or part of the tuition
fees asked. As New Asi a College began to change, so
did the students and the Hong Kong environment .
A vast encampment of refugees was slowly turning
into the prosperous city we know today . Three years
after we arrive d it was already proving difficult
to recruit goo d students to major in Chinese
h istory and literature . The pressure for employment
and new opportunities for employment meant that most
of them wanted to enroll in business or English
c ourses. And already there were de bates about
what had happen ed to the "New Asia spirit, " the
s implicity, intima cy and idealism of the school
in the slums. Curiously, the same debate was still
going on when we returned to Hong Kong in 1972.
The y ear 1957 was a year of many turning
p oints. More a nd mo re people began to discuss the
p ros and cons of having a second Chinese university
in Hong Kong an d other forms of post-secondary
e ducation as well.
"e Asia and Chung Chi now were
e ach established on a campus of its own. Standards
of admission were i mprovi ng. The new stability
made it possible to attract competen t faculty and
a dd new departments for a more roun ded program.
Another triumph for New As ia was t he establishment
of the Colony's first school of fine arts, emphasizing,
of course, calligraphy and painti ng in the Chinese
manner.
Meanwhile, t he several weak Cantonese
schools, after a good dea l of government pressure,
got their act togethe r and formed the United College ,
with branches on the is and of Victoria and in Kowloon.
The Kowloon branch wa s n one other than the campus
of New Asia , which they rented for u se in the evening
The United Col lege was more or less adopted

hours.
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by the Roman Catholic missions, while the American
S uthern Baptists proceeded to establish still another
c~llege of their own.
(Incidentally , .the:e were over
2 000 miss ionaries in Hong Kong at th~s t~me ,
i~cluding no less than fifteen varieties of Lutherans
surely not a neglected corner of God's kingdom.)
A Chinese Colleges Joint Council was formed,to press
for government recognition and to work for ~mprovements within the colleges themselves.
How this council became the catalyst for
the transformation of three struggling schools into
a modern university is another story. It was all
done properly, with official commissions, imported
consultants, debates in the newspaper and the rest.
Within a year after we left the Colony, the government had accepted full financial responsibility and
the Chinese University was a reality. Over the next
decade, a whole new campus, designed by the renowned
architect I. M. Pei was built in the countryside
near Shatin. Thirty years later it has become an
institution of international stature, with nearly
5,000 students, including many Americans, and a
tourist attraction in its own right.
In the end, then, the Colonial government
solved its problems about higher education in bilingual
Hong Kong, assuring the rise of a strong middle class
(always the best defense against Communism) and a
steady flow of young managers, teachers and technicians
into a booming economy. Soon there will no longer
be a colonial government and the agents of Beijing
will face entirely new problems.
Yale-in-China has achieved its goals, too
a significant program in Hong Kong to take the plac~
of what was lost in the revolution. Unexpec te dly,
work has resumed also on the mainland with Yale-inChina representatives teaching Eng lis h in Changsha
and Wuhan. Within the U.S .A. it is no lon ger only
" Yale in China" but China in Yale, with programs to
interpret China's history and culture to the Am~rican
public and a growing emphasis on faculty exchanges.
It is, as far as I know, the only former missionary
society that has been invited to resume work in the
people's Republic . Could this be because of its record
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at New Asia, where we tried to avoid religious or
cultural imperialism and to establish an international
partnership in a new way ?
But what of Chien Hu's dream. Did he
succeed or fail to do what he set out to do? What
happened to the idealism and dedicati~n of the scholars
and their disciples whom I first met ~n Kowloon?
It is true that -ew Asia College -- against all odds
was built and flourished and became part of a great
uni versi ty. But Chien .iu' s dream did not shape that
university. Rather, it was overwhelmed by it, by
British money and control, by American management
and Cantonese comnercial practicality; the intimacy
of the sparsely furnished building on Farm Road is
now replaced by the conc rete towers of a modern
educational fact ory in a beautiful setting of many
sun-drenched acres.
One hears English and Cantonese
spoken in the halls but seldom Mandarin. There are
few refugees now, though the students often come
from poor families.
Professors of history and
philosophy in the traditional Chinese style are
fewer still. Once ~ore a movement has grown to
be an institution, no longer a fragile seed but a
sturdy and stubborn oak, and no longer really the
same thing.
The old scholar is retired now, over 90 and
living in Taiwan. The re he is honored as a Hnational
treasure II and supplie d with all the books and comfort
he desires from public funds.
Once I asked him how
he would know that hi s plans for New Asia had succeeded.
Would it be, for example, when it had produced a new
generation of Confucian scholars to carryon the
tradi tion and the dream? "No," he said, " the worth
of a college cannot be determined by what its graduates
do but by the quality of life of their children and
grandchildren."
All of us ive among ruins, said a modern
Greek.
"We live in t. e ruins of civilizations, hopes,
systems and souls. " Th at is to say, the past is
ne.ver rea~ly dead th ough i t may appear to be so.
The ruins are signs of its continued presence in
the way we think, in what we choose to call j~stice
or beauty, in those values passed from parent to
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child, from teacher to student, by which we define
life and for which we are willing to die. You know
what happened as a result of the fall of Jerusalem;
through the Jewish diaspora those ruins became part
of our common heritage. Something similar has
happened through the Chinese diaspora. The ghosts
of ancient China, displaced Ly Marx and machinery,
have fled their temples and their graves and come
to us. Now we live among those ruins also. Or
so Confucius, aging in exile, dreams .

